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From: Monday, March 16th To: Friday, March 20th 

UNIT AREA LEARNING OBJECTIVES TOPICS ACTIVITIES 

I 

Grammar -Learn about verbs+ -ing form. 
- Use expression to use future 
forms. 
 

- Verbs + -ing forms 
-  Future forms 

-Work in your Student Book pp. 12, 13; Workbook pp. 8, 9.  
-Copy the information in your notebook. “Focus on Grammar”, 
Workbook, page 90, Future forms.   
-Copy the information in your notebook. “Focus on Grammar”, 
Workbook, page 90, 4 Future Forms. 

Spelling -Use words related to types of 
films and talking about films. 
-Increase your vocabulary with 
new words. 

- Vocabulary 1  
- Vocabulary 2 

 

-Work in your Student Book pages 8 and 10, Workbook pages 5 
and 6. 
-Work in your student book pages 18 and 20, Workbook pages 
11 and 12. 
-Write the vocabularies words in your notebook and illustrate 
them. 

Reading -Recognize opinion in reading 
text. 
-Comprehend different stories 
and give your own opinion.  

- Films Review   -Work in your Student Book page 9, 11, and Workbook 5. 
 

Speech -Listen to people making a plan. 
-Write and act scene of a play. 

- Films you like  
- What is a good 

sport? 
- An athlete you 

admire 

-Work in your Student Book pages 8 and 12, workbook page 7. 
-Make a video where you are explaining the principal idea about 
a movie, please talk for 1 minute send it by 
chamilo.cbva.edu.pa/ or keilaolmedo20@gmail,com 
-Make a dialogue about making plans for the cinema, the 
writing must have more than 10 questions with their respective 
answers about the topic. 
-Describe what is a good sport for you and mention the athlete 
you admire, describe you consider her or him the best athlete. If 
you don’t have a favorite athlete investigate about an athlete 
who draws your attention (15 lines, use arial 12) 



From: Monday, March 23rd To: Friday, March 27th 

UNIT AREA LEARNING OBJECTIVES TOPICS ACTIVITIES 

II 

Grammar   
-Use comparative degree 
adjective and adverb structure. 
-Identify the past forms in 
paragraph. 

 
- Comparing things 
- Past tenses 

-Work in your Student Book pages 20 and 22, Workbook pages. 
11 and 13. 
-Copy the information in your notebook. “Focus on Grammar”, 
Workbook, page 95 Comparing. 

Spelling -Use words related to sports. 
-Write a fact file. 

- Vocabulary 3  
- Vocabulary 4 

-Work in your Student Book page 31, Workbook pages 16 and 
19. 
-Write the vocabularies in your notebook and illustrate it. 

Reading -Read and discuss where sports 
were first played. 
-Understand the main points 
and implied meaning in a text. 

- How good at sport 
are you? 

- Focus on the world. 

-Work in your Student Book 19, 24 and 25. 
-Answer the six questions on page 10 “Understanding the text” 

Speech -Talk about the importance of 
schools. 
-Listen for specific information. 

- Discussion: is school 
important? 
 

 
-Make a video where you are explaining if school is important or 
not, please talk for 1 minute send it by chamilo.cbva.edu.pa/ 
or keilaolmedo20@gmail.com 

From: Monday, March 30th To: Friday, April 3rd 

UNIT AREA LEARNING OBJECTIVES TOPICS ACTIVITIES 

III 

Grammar  -To recognize the correct use of 
reflexive pronouns.  
-Distinguishes the different 
quantifiers in the text. 
 

- Reflexive pronouns 
- Quantifiers  

-Work in your Student book pages 23 and 31, Workbook pages 
14 and 16. 17, 18 “Use of English”. Also check the 
information on page 95 about Quantifiers. 

Spelling -To recognize and comprehend 
new words. 
-Defines the words and use 
them in sentences. 
 

- Vocabulary 6 
- Vocabulary 7 
 

-Work in your Student Book pages 30 and 31, Workbook pages 
15, 16 and 19. 
-Write the vocabularies in your notebooks. 

Reading -Reads, understands and 
develops the different practices. 

- An article about 
unusual schools 

-Work in your Student Book pages 30 and 31, Workbook page 
15.  
 

Speech -Creates your own human - What are our human -Read Focus on social studies Student Book pages 36, 37 and 



rights. 
-List human rights according to 
your order of importance. 

right? 
 

make a list of human rights that you consider the most 
important and explain them.   

 

From: Monday, April 6th To: Friday, April 10th 

UNIT AREA LEARNING OBJECTIVES TOPICS ACTIVITIES 

IV Grammar  -Use the present perfect tense 
for the unfinished past. 
-Recognize gerunds as subjects 
in sentences. 
-Learn how to make questions 
with prepositions. 

- Present Perfect 
Tense (with ever, 
never, just, yet) 

- Ing form as a noun. 
- Question with 

preposition. 

-Work in your Student Book pages 32, 34 and 42 “Use of 
English”, Workbook pages 17, 18 and 20 “Use of English”. 
- Also check the information on pages 84, and 94. 

Spelling -Recognize the vocabulary 
words in a text. 

- Vocabulary 8  
- Vocabulary 9  

-Work in your Student Book pages 43 and 44, Workbook pages 
16 and 19. 
-Write in your notebook the vocabularies and illustrate them. 

Reading -Use dictionary entries 
efficiently. 
-Follow and extended oral story. 
-Deduce meaning from context 
and understand main points in 
reading. 

- An article about and 
unusual library. 

-Work in your Student Book page 43, Workbook page 21. 
 

Speech -Talk about the reading 
importance.  
-Establish the differences 
between books and e-book. 

- Is reading good for 
us? 

- Talking about e-
readers 

- Make a video where you are explaining if you prefer to read 
books or e- book please talk for 1 minute send it by 
chamilo.cbva.edu.pa/ or keilaolmedo20@gmail.com. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY:  Anna Osborn, (2017) “English as a Second Language”, Harper Collins Publishers. 

 


